







Wellesley at Hearing in
State House
CALLED UNNECESSARY
"In discharge of our duty to Wel-
lesley college and to the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts we wish to
take this first additional opportunity
of urging the repeal of the unwise
and unnecessary law," reads the
memorandum concerning the Teachers'
Oath law which 149 members of
the Academic council of Wellesley col-
lege sent to the Commissioner of Edu-
cation and the Legislative Committee
on Education on March 2.
The Wellesley faculty feel that the
oath law implies disloyalty to the
state and to the nation, and they
deeply resent the unwarranted reflec-
tion upon the members of their pro-
fession. The memorandum further read
that "to lay unnecessary burdens or
exactions on any citizen, even the
humblest, is unworthy of a state of
freemen." Much less ought the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, with its
traditions of civil liberty and respect
for education, to lay such exactions on
Its teachers.
President Pendleton will represent
Wellesley at the hearing on repeal of
the oath law, Thursday, March 5, in
Gardner auditorium, State House.
A. K. X. PLAYERS DON
WIGS FOR IPHIGENIA'
Old modal Greek music ol two violins
and a flute, as well as the resounding
clash of cymbals, will grace Alpha
Kappa Chi's production of Euripides'
Iphigenia in Aulis March 13 and 14.
The audience may imagine themselves
In the theater of Epidauros twenty-five
hundred years ago hearing for the first
time the harmonious melody of the
lines of Euripides as shouted through
the hollow masks of his contempo-
raries.
Greek also are the gestures and
movements of the chorus, newly dis-
covered by the research of Mrs. Lillian
Libitum Buller who came from Wash-
ington, D. C, to direct the play. The
features, instead of being masked, will
be profiled with black paint as they
are on the Greek vases. Iphigenia,
played by Norma Murray '37, who sac-
rifices her life to save the army of
Greece, will wear the traditional long
blonde wig.
The tickets to the performance will
be 50 cents.
MUSEUM EXHIBITS LOCAL ART
An exhibition of the paintings and
sculpture of the Wellesley society of
artists will be on display at the
Parnsworth art museum from March
8 to March 28. The exhibition will
be open to the public on week days
during those dates, and on Sundays
from 2:30 to 5 in the afternoon.
Before the public opening, there
will be a private view, by invitation,
on Saturday afternoon, March 7,
from 3:30 until 5:30 o'clock.
RIDING CLUB PRESENTS
BREATH-TAKING FEATS
La—dies and gentlemen! Right
this way for the big show! Come
one, come all—to the Riding club
circus, at McGee's Riding school,
Nabick, Saturday, March 7, 8 p. m.
The greatest show on earth!
Skilled riders, risking their lives in
breath-taking feats of daring and
courage. See the days of ancient
Rome reincarnated, as girls ride two
spirited horses at once In true Roman
style. Learn how the Russian Cos-
sacks ride. Hold your breath as the
bareback riders perform hair-rais-
ing stunts. Gasp in admiration at
the jumping and drilling. Laugh till
you hold your sides at the antics of
the clowns. It's colossal, gigantic,
stupendous!
Pun for all—and all for fun I Come
and bring the children <and y u
dates)
.
Admission free to anyon
under 99 years old. Busses leave the
parking space at Pounders at 7:30
p. m. Twenty cents round trip.
NEW RULING PERMITS
LATE RETURN FROM TOWN
Students may now return from Bos-
ton on the 11:35 p. m. train unac-
companied by escorts or fellow-stu-
dents, provided they have previously
obtained permission from their head
of house to do so, according to a new
rule passed by Senate February 20.
This rule qualifies the statement in
the Gray book that students may re-
turn from an entertainment until 1
a. m. "if accompanied by an escort, a
chaperon, or another student, who re-
turns with her to the house."
To obtain this new permission, the
student must state her plans for the
evening and assure her head of house
that she will be put on the train in
Boston by her escort or chaperon and
will drive from the Wellesley station








Don't Need Leap Year
Leap year proved an enticement
rather than a terror to the average
senior prom man, for he and his
cohorts turned out in full force In
top hat, white tie, and tails, last
Saturday night, showering the for-
tunate seniors with orchids and gar-
denias, roses and spring flowers for
the gala event.
The college man, straight from
Harvard, Yale, Brown, Princeton,
Amherst, Dartmouth, Williams, not
to mention the business man and the
man of a profession, arrived at
Alumnae hall with their Wellesley
partners. Most of them had dined
at Tower court or Davis, and after
they had spoken to President Pen-
dleton, Miss Whiting, Mrs. Ewing,
Beth Brazee, and Jane Decker in the
receiving line, they danced to the
strains of Felix Ferdlnando's orches-
tra. The silhouette of an old fash-
ioned boy and girl, framed by a huge
engagement ring, banked with ever-
greens and bridal bouquets, drew
glances both meditative and under-
standing.
Still, neither the prom man, nor
the orchestra, nor the decorations
impressed the roving reporter as
much as the seniors themselves, and,
of course, their dresses. Beth Bra-
zee wore navy blue taffeta, a white
pleated ruffle along the full skirt and
square neckline, at which was
pinned a band of sweetheart roses.
Blake Schoenfuss' dress was coral-
colored, beaded and silvery. Marian
Chapman appeared in gold satin.
Yellow crepe set off Priscilla Met-
calf's dark hair, and Nancy Hine
wore black velvet and gun metal cloth.
The variety of black creations
(Continued on Page 5, Col, 2)
HATHAWAY ANNOUNCES
LIBRARY PRIZE RULES
Senior Lists in the $25 Competition
Must be Submitted by March 16
'39 Book Lists by June 1
Hathaway house bookshop an-
nounces the annual prizes of $25 in
books for the best senior library and
$10 in books for the best freshman
library. The senior lists must be
at Hathaway house on or before
March 16 and the freshman lists by
June 1. The terms of competition for
both classes are as follows:
All books must toe listed giving
author, title, publisher and date of
publication. These lists must be at
Hathaway house on or before March
16.
In making the awara the judges
will take the following points into
consideration:
1. The value of the collection as
a practical working library in relation
to the major study of the owner.
2. Its value as the nucleus for a
permanent personal library.
3. The indication shown of dis-
crimination in collecting books. Rare
editions and fine bindings, however
interesting and desirable, are of sec-
ondary importance in this contest.
Nor will the size of the library be
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 1)
Reporter Gets Tip At
Top Of Conning Tower
"Come in!" Franklin Pierce Adams
spoke gruffly. Just glancing up from
the letter he was signing. He mo-
tioned to a chair, and we sat down.
So this was the famous F. P. A., the
author of the daily "Conning Tower"
column In the Nero York Herald Tri-
bune, the man whose Saturday "Diary
of Our Own Samuel Pepys" delights
and amuses thousands of readers! We
had been warned that he always threw
college girl interviewers out of the
eleventh story window, and we'd glibly
written back that we were practicing
leaping out of windows up here at
Wellesley, but as we looked at F. P. A.'s
scowl and the vicious jabs he was mak-
ing with his big pen, we wished we'd
been a little more honest in speaking
of our limited jumping experience.
Suddenly he put down his pen and
turned to us. "Let me ask you some
questions first," he barked. "Who've
you interviewed? Were any of them
fun to do?" After we answered, "Now
go on," he said.
We asked if he'd advise a girl who
wanted to write for a newspaper to
take any kind of a job on it she could
get.
"No! She will never switch to writ-
ing. She'll be overcome by the busi-
ness office and the business point of
view, and will find out how silly It is
to be a reporter at $40 a week, when
she can make $150,000 a year in the
advertising racket."
P. P. A. leaned back In his chair and
lighted a cigar. We noticed that his
mustache blended perfectly with the
brown handkerchief in his coat pocket,
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
CORRECTION
According to a correction from
the elections committee, the an-
nouncement of minor officers has
been changed from Thursday,
March 19, as printed in last
week's News, to Wednesday, March
18 at 4:40 in the court of Green
hall.
Important!
Error in announcement of
Candidates for Major Offices.
Margaret McAdam for College
Government President, not
for Barn Business Board
Agora Brings Japan
Here In Semi-Open
The country whose iron fist has
extended over half North China, and
which spends hours over the delicate
etiquette of the tea ceremony; the
country now splashing in head-line
asassinatlons, yet whose people sit
all day at an ancient religious "noh"
play—Japan—is to be the subject of
the Agora semi-open, on March 13
and 14.
Mr. Frank Lombard, an authority
on Japanese literature, has furnished
his own poetic translation of the noh
play, The Veil, and is coaching both
plays. For a second play, a Kyogen,
or Japanese comedy, will set off the
mystic religious tone of The Veil.
An interesting element of the pro-
gram Is provided by the masks, made
under the direction of Miss Agnes
Abbot by students in the art depart-
ment, also with Mr. Lombard's skilled
guidance.
The keynote of the evening—which
is an attempt to bring real Japan to
Wellesley—will be a simple demon-
stration of the tea ceremony. This
rite means so much to the Japanese
that boys are trained from child-
hood In the technique of it, and much
of the finest ceramic ware is built
around it. Miye Hirooka '36 will pre-
sent the ceremony.
The college is most cordially in-
vited. Tickets at 50 cents each may
be purchased at the ticket booth, or
from members of the Agora. The




Have you ever seen a necturus "made
of figs? Or a giraffe with pipe-clean-
er legs and a fig body and a highly
flexible neck of multi-colored gum-
drops? Or perhaps a kangaroo of the
same materials hopping about on not
very stable-looking but apparently
very strong pipe-cleaner legs and car-
rying her orange-gum-drop son and
heir In her conveniently placed and
highly practical baby carriage? Or
purple and black beetles of the same
gum-drop origin?
No, you will not find these wonders
in Seller's or the B. M. P. A. or even
among the debris of prom decorations,
but—of all places—in the zoo building.
Our scientific colleagues, displaying a
rare burst of creative inspiration
which one usually associates with
other departments, have contrived an
unusual exhibition of gum-drop ani-
mals, birds and fish/—turtles and but-
terflies, star-fish and ducks, sunflsh
and sparrows—all very seriously on
parade in an impressive-looking cage
usually reserved for more dignified ex-
hibitions of brain models and such.
Ingenious and convincing creatures
they are, too, as they peer out at zoo
enthusiasts scurrying to and from
classes—or at unscientific roving re-
porters.
We hope that, although this set of
gum-drop and fig animals fulfilled their
destiny In life by serving as place-
cards at a dinner given by the zoo de-
partment for President Pendleton,
they will start a revolution in scien-
tific technique. How nice it will be
when 101—and even more advanced
—
students are given six-inch worms of
lemon-flavored gum-drops to perform
their detailed operations on! What
fun to analyze the digestive mechan-
ism of a raspberry jelly-fish or the
respiratory system of an amethyst
octopus! And we might even be per-
suaded to major in zoo ourselves if
we thought that we would be spend-
ing four years delving into the an-
cestry, the embryonic development,
the organic composition, and skele-
tons structure of purple ducks,








The political, social, and eco-
nomic problems of our troubled world
will provide many subjects for dis-
cussion at the 1936 New England
Model League of Nations, to be held
March 12, 13, and 14, at Williams col-
lege. This year the Model League will
concentrate on those questions which
have been raised by the Italo-Ethio-
pian dispute. A model assembly meet-
ing will reenact the events of this
fall when the assembly found Italy
guilty of aggression. The council
meeting will be devoted to an attempt
at finding a solution to the dispute
which will be satisfactory to both
parties and to the League. The com-
mittee meetings will discuss in de-
tail the following topics:
(1) Development of backward
areas as a League function.




(6) Relation of non-members of
the League to sanctions.
At these committee meetings dele-
gates will present the attitude of the
country which they represent. They
will attempt to reach realistic con-
clusions and to draw up resolutions
and conventions.
Marie Ragonetti '36 is chairman of
the Wellesley delegation to the con-
ference. Elizabeth Nipps '36 is head
of committee work for the steering
committee, and will be the Wellesley
representative on the Council. Wel-
lesley delegates will represent Russia,
Iraq, and Ecuador in the assembly
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
OUTING CLUB CONDUCTS
WINTER ICE CARNIVAL
The Wellesley skating carnival,
held under the auspices of the Out-
ing club and starring both student
and guest performers from the Bos-
ton and Newton skating clubs, took
place last Monday evening on the
ice of Lake Waban.
Students grouped in class teams of
two competed in an obstacle relay
race, the obstacles of which included
the picking up and laying down of
three potatoes in a row and then
skating twice around a human post
at the end of the course. The race
was won by the junior team, the
members of which were Alice Hey-
wood and Amy Hamburger, with the
freshmen, represented by Martha
Schoffleld and Helen Tower, placing
second and Mary Mulroy '36 and Ay-
lene Davis '38, jointly representing
the senior and sophomore classes,
placing third.
Members of the Boston and New-
ton skating clubs gave an exhibition
of figure skating. Mr. Robert Vose of
the Newton Figure Skating club and
Miss Olivia Stone of the Boston Skat-
ing club both performed single exhi-
bitions, Mr. Vose to the music of a
march and Miss Stone to the music
of Birds in the Spring, while Mrs.
Elbridge Wason and Mr. Charles Wy-
man of the Newton Figure Skating
club gave an exhibition of pair fancy







W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY ORCHESTRA
WILL PLAY AT HARVARD
Sponsoring an outside concert for
the first time, the music department
of Harvard university is presenting the
Wellesley college orchestra at Paine
haU, Harvard, on Thursday, March 12.
The orchestra will play music of the
fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth
centuries. It will be assisted by the
Wellesley Madrigal group, and by ten
players of brass instruments from the
Pierian Sodality of 1808 of Harvard.
The orchestra is under the direction
of Mr. Malcolm H. Holmes. The pro-
gram is as follows:
Orchestra: Dance Suite
Purcell (1658-1695)
Madrigal group: Canon: Hey ho to the
Greenwood . . . Byrd (1543-1623)
Madrigal: Come Shepherd Swains
Willbye
Round: Old Bridge's Epitaph
Anonymous
Strings: .Two Camoni per Sonar a
Quattro ... . Gabriel! (1557-1612)
Brass: Turmmusik fur Blaser
Pezel (1639-1694)
Orchestra: Suite for divers Instru-
ments Dowland (1563-1628)





Strings: Andante in F Sharp Minor.
.
Purcell
Prom is Over; Melody Lingers For
Couples Idling Next Day
We have always wondered what
the grand old seniors and their
men did on the day after. After
a bit of sleuthing, the roving re-
porter discovered various means of
amusement. Some couples ap-
peared to be spending most of
the day taking pictures, with un-
dergraduates forming an interest-
ed circle around them. Others
went to Natick and watched the
equestrian members of A. A. prac-
tising for the circus, and one stal-
wart soul was found leading a
panting escort around the roads
in the vicinity of Wellesley. It
seems that they were trying to
find out how many cars from their






Carlos March, Cuban student leader,
graduate of the University of Havana,
and former student of electrical en-
gineering at M. I. T., will speak on the
Cuban student movement for demo-
cratic rights against the dictatorial
measures of the Mendietta government,
at 4:40, March 6, in the C. A. lounge,
under the auspices of the Wellesley
forum. The lecture is open to the
whole college.
After studying at M. I. T, Mr. March
returned to Cuba in 1932, where he was
elected as a delegate to the student
directory. When the University of
Havana opened in January, 1934, Mr.
March was chosen to represent the
school of engineering on the faculty
council of sciences. He led a campaign
for lower tuition and transportation
fees, so that more students might at-
tend the university. He soon obtained
the prominent position of general sec-
retary of the directory.
In October, 1934, Mr. Carols led a
strike for Cuban engineers, who often
failed to secure positions because of
favoritism shown to Americans, even
though the latter lacked training. He
also asked for democratic rights
against the dictatorial measures of the
government. The movement spread
into a general strike against Mendietta,
but the resistance was put down by
the army, who ordered the assassina-
tion of students and trade union lead-
ers.
The final outcome was that the few
democratic rights which had been rec-




Wellesley's Debating society will
engage in its final debate of the
season on Wednesday, March 11, at
4:40, in Pendleton hall. They will
debate with the University of Buffalo
on the subject, "Resolved: That
Congress should be permitted by a
two-thirds majority of each House
to override any 5-4 Supreme Court
decision declaring an act of Congress
unconstitutional." The audience will
vote to decide on the winners of the
debate.
The opposing team is composed of
members of the women's division of
the University of Buffalo debating
team. They will defend the nega-
tive, a»d Wellesley the affirmative.
Wellesley staged a model debate
on the same subject before the Wol-
laston Women's club, on Tuesday,
March 3.
All chemistry students will be in-
terested in the lecture to be given
by Dr. Raymond M. Fuoss of Brown
university this Friday, March 6, at
4:40 p. m., in Pendleton hall. The
subject of this lecture will be Elec-
trolytes.
Last August Dr. Fuoss received the
American Chemical society award in
pure chemistry, as "author of the
first comprehensive theory of elec-
trolytic solutions which at lower con-
centrations applies to all solvent
media and to all electrolytes." This
award of $1,000 and a diploma is
given yearly by the society to a young
man or woman, preferably working in
a college or university, in recognition
of the accomplishment in America of
outstanding chemical research. To
be eligible for this award a person
should not be over thirty years old,
as it is given for "chemical research
considered to be of outstanding
merit for an individual on the thresh-
old of his career."
Most of Dr. Fuoss' work has been
done at Brown university where he is.
at present, associate professor of
chemistry (research). He received
the degree of doctor of philosophy in
the graduate school of Brown uni-
versity. He was a "Jesse Metcalf
Fellow in Chemistry" at the univer-
sity during the year 1931-32. In
1934. as international research fellow,
he studied at the Physical Institute
of the University of Leipzig. Several
members of our chemistry department
have heard Dr. Fuoss lecture on elec-
trolytes and they considered his
treatment of the subject to be both
very interesting and easily intelligible
MRS. MALLORY TRACES
SNACS IN MARRIAGES
Beginning with the problems of a
newly married couple and following
them through until their children were
ready for marriage, Mrs. Edith Brandt
Mallory of the psychology department
in the fourth of the lectures on Home
Management, February 26, discussed
various issues of personality interac-
tion in typical home-life situations.
Personality may be variously de-
fined, but two aspects may be se-
lected for special consideration:- the
behavioristic view that the personality
is a complex of one's habit-systems,
and May's concept of personality
as one's "social stimulus value." Ac-
cording to these, an individual's per-
sonality is most adequately shown by
what he does, and most clearly de-
scribed in terms of the effect that
his actions have on other persons.
The young bride and groom find
their life together highly colored by
the expectations each has for the other
and they may be dismayed upon
discovering they are both merely hu-
man, said Mrs. Mallory. Whereas the
Continental girl expects her husband
to be a suitable head of a new ancestral
line or economically fit for establish-
ing a menage, the American girl ex-
pects perfection Itself of the man she
marries, He must be virile, handsome,
handy around the house, fond of child-
ren, from a good family, prosperous,
(Continued on Page 8, Col 1)
WRITING INDICATES
FRIGID PERSONALITIES
In Wellesley Students, Professors
Logical Minds Overbalance
Warm-hearted Natures
At least one member of this insti-
tution, it seems, has both range and
depth of interest in her numerous
friends and professors and her past.
We are sure that it is her past, for
one of this member of '36*s many
handwriting samples mentions the
deadly Hebrew Kings, unmistakably
dating it sophomore year.
To group these individuals on a
scale of emotional sets, we find they
range from the complete, almost
chilly head control of M. L. C, to the
definitely affectionate nature of G.H.
The majority of these people are near-
er that of M. L. C. in that upright-
ness of handwriting which means
more head in control and less heart.
E. M., H. W., B. S. T.. R. E. C, and
M. E. G. are all in this class, while
those more emotional and more af-
fectionate are H. F., J. H., N. W. and
R. J.
To be more particular, the most
individual handwriting of the group
is that of M. L. C. This person is
either a philosopher or a mathemati-
cian, having the closely connected let-
ters and disregard of unessentials
which show the logical mind. Sim-
plicity, excellent restraint, and a good
constructive, almost architectural sense
mark M. L. C.'s personality.
Equally cool-headed are M. E. G.
and H. W., although H. W. has a
more definite scientifically construc-
tive mind than the former. E. M.,
R. E. C. and B. S. T. are the more
literary-minded of the cool-headed
group. E. M. is a logical little person,
inclined to be ambitious, and simple
in tastes. R. E. C. is a woman (her
handwriting is particularly feminine)
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
Place Cards Reveal Prom Man's
Undiscovered Idiosyncrasies
Why bother conducting a sur-
vey? Enough statistics on the
typical Prom man could be dis-
covered merely by studying the
place cards which the seniors
supplied for their tables. Some
points heretofore undiscovered are:
he is an inveterate Monopoly
player; he is an embryonic aviator:
Wellesley is his favorite women's
college; he dislikes cold and pre-
fers spending his winters in Florida.
BERMUDA TRIPPERS DRINK TEA
Mrs. Claude Gilson, the manager
of the college travel bureau, will en-
tertain with a tea at Shakespeare
Monday, March 9, at 4:40 p. m. Her
guests are to be those girls who will
be members of the Wellesley party
for Bermuda during Spring vacation.
Those who have not yet joined the
group, but consider doing so, are
cordially invited. The hostesses will
be the Bermuda organizers, Dorothy
Fogg '37 and Margaret Butsch '37.
SPANISH CLUB ASSISTS
NEW THEATRE WORKSHOP
Inserted in The Water Maid, the
play which Theatre workshop will pre-
sent tomorrow evening at 8 p. m. in
Alumnae hall, is a street scene which
tries to recapture the atmosphere of
the old Madrid which Lope de Vega
knew. Members of the Spanish club
as well as those girls taking the course
are participating in this scene, which
will lend a dashing bit of color and a
flavor of old Spain to the play.
Those taking part in the scene are:
Anne Athy '37, Myra Bloomberg '37,
Charlotte Fraser '38, Marjorie Grove
'37, Lucile Johnson '38, Rae Key '37,
Pauline Lewis "36, and Phyllis Sebree
'38.
C A. SPONSORS MOVIE
OF CHINESE STUDENTS
The spirit and attitudes of modern
Chinese youth were interpreted last
Thursday at the regular C. A. tea,
in Phi Sigma house, by means of
a movie—Life of a Chinese Girl in
Ginling College. The heroine. Ling
pao te. fights her way to college
against her old-fashioned parents-
wishes, This zeal for the best is
part of the spirit of students in
China today.
Scenes of dormitory life and of
the beautiful campus at Ginling near
the present capital of China, Nan-
king, gave the realistic setting for
Ling pao te's life and decisions. Her
attendance at mass meetings show
the deep political interests and feel-
ing of nationality which China is
growing into. Her final refusal of
a rising young politician's proposal
on the ground that he is not working
for the good of his country, while
she must, is strikingly true to life.
The depth of patriotic feeling on
the part of Chinese students is often
exhibited thus in their preparation
for work.
Running comments on the picture
were made by Mrs. McMillan, sec-
retary of the American board for
Christian colleges in China.
SPEAKERS DISCUSS USE
OF SPANISH IN WORK
Professor Helen P. Houck, speaking
generally on the vocational uses of
Spanish, was followed by Miss Beatrice
Rogers '19 of the American Economics
Review, who recounted some of her
personal experiences in which a knowl-
edge of Spanish played a vital part, at
the vocational lecture last Monday at
T. Z. E.
Mrs. Houck said that without any
other 'string to one's vocational bow'
upon graduation the only field open
was teaching, as other fields usually
demanded a knowledge of office or
secretarial work. She recalled some of
her own positions and opportunities-
how she had worked as translator and
interpreter with the Sinclair Oil Com-
pany, with an investment house in New
York on the analysis of Latin-Ameri-
can securities before the crash, and
how she had attempted to obtain work
on a Grace Line steamer as teacher of
Spanish to the employees.
Mrs. Houck then turned from the
specific to the general. All languages,
she said, were useful in library work.
The importing and exporti.tg field and
work in travel bureaus usually demand
secretarial ability. Literary transla-
tion pays poorly, while journalism is a
growing field, although the position of
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4)
Professor Concludes
Series On Forestry
"Forestry," said Dr. Margaret C.
Ferguson, "is the intelligent manage-
ment of woodlands for some useful
purpose." Dr. Ferguson, research pro-
fessor of botony, emeritus, ended a
series of lectures on the forests last
Monday evening.
Besides the commercial uses of trees
for lumber, paper pulp, cellophane,
rayon, and sausage skins, the forests
have a physiographic value. They help
moderate the climate, are soil binders,
preserve streams, and protect valleys
from floods.
There are two methods of forestry,
said Dr. Ferguson. One, the destruc-
tive, has for its motto, "Get all you
can, as quickly as you can. Time is
money." Evidence of this method is
seen in high stumps, careless destruc-
tion of young trees, and debris left in
the forest to start forest fires.
The second method, conservative, has
the motto, "I must use the forest and
must keep it." The earmarks of this
are low stumps, care of young trees,
discriminate cutting-, and cleaned up
forests. Only the best trees are select-
ed for cutting, the rest being left to
produce new forests.
The United States at its beginning
had 850,000,000 acres of forest. There
are only 400.000,000 acres left, of which
one-third is primeval and the rest
second growth. Two-thirds of all wood
cut is wasted and never used. The
problem before the country is to pre-
serve the forests for future generations.
This may be done by selective cutting
and by planting programs.
Dr. Ferguson illustrated her lecture
with attractive slides. In conclusion
she read from John Muir: "Any fool
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'34 Florence R. Binswanger to Louis
E. Westheimer of St. Louis, Univer-
sity of Virginia, and University of
London.
VAN GOGH
Before you visit the exhibition
in Boston read Irving Stone's
novel about Van Gogh, LUST
FOR LIFE ($2.50), or Meier-
Graefe's fine biographical study,
VINCENT VAN GOGH ($3.00).
Sec our fine reproductions in color
it Van Gogh's paintings.
HATHAWAY HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
MARCH 20 AND 21
SPRING EVENT
"LET US BE GAY"
75c FRI. $1.00 SAT.
DANCING SATURDAY
TICKET SALE
MAR. 16, 17, 19
CAMPUS CRIER
BORROWED al the time <>f the swimming
pool carnival and not returned—a pair
of rod troufors from the Barn dressing
room. They are badly needed now.
—Margaret Bouton '35.
LOST-—While beaded bag at prom. Re-
turn f Edith White. Davis hall.
MISSING—One gown, tift.i- choir con-
cert Vital to graduation. Get in
1'iiih with room 416 Tower court.
502 YOUNG WOMEN
FROM 145 COLLEGES
- now taking secretariol training
al Katharine Gibbs Schools—
preparing for imporlanl positions.
Calls from leading organiza-
tions, executives, professional
men, for college women with
Katharine Gibbs secretarial train-
ing often exceed the supply of
available candidates.
Send for "Results," a book of plaee-
rnrnl facts pertinent !o college women
interested In business opening*.
Special Course exclusively for Col-
lege Women Marls September 22 In
Boston and New York.
• NEW YORK SCHOOL ONLY — Be-
Kin ibis same OOIUM July 13 1 be
ready for early placemen! when op-
porlunltles arc specially favorable.
Write College Course Secretary for catalog.
BOSTON 90 U.,rll,..r..„ I, S , r ... -,
NKVf YORK 230 Park litnut
Alio eounei for preparatory






A certain composition instructorwas objecting to a student's use
of the phrase "too divine." "You see,"
she explained triumphantly, "when you
say that this book is 'too divine," you
have left nothing for God." "Oh,
yes," declared the girl, "God Is too,
too divine!"
• • •
ALL Wellesley seems to have gone
haywire on art exhibitions. The
Pressman couldn't thumb a ride
to Worcester and Rembrandt, so he
nipped one for the Pine Arts in
Boston. Six of the seven Van Gogh
rooms were filled with observing,
scribbling, and worried-looking writ-
ers of museum papers—all from Wel-
lesley. Perry spied a gentleman in
the seventh room and sought refuge
and a sane view of Cypresses and
Sunjloweis behind his broad back. He
had just begun to observe when the
gentleman whipped around, waved
liis eyebrows up and down, and
threw himself upon Perry's neck
shouting, "I am so excited ... so
excited!" After he freed himself,
Perry recognized an old Bible de-
partment friend in the effusive art
enthusiast. You're sure to find Wel-
lesley represented at all the best
places ....
« o
PERRY as well as others Is uncer-
tain whether to be insulted or
pleased by the sign exhibited on all
the college bulletin boards. This sign
in question reads as follows: "All col-
lege lost or found."
• • »
BOSTON journalism, Perry fears, is
in a very sorry state, but it's all
due to the shortage of news. Even
the newsboys realize it. Perry passed
one on Tremont street the other day,
squawking in a blood-curdling manner,
"Extra! Extra! Five hundred people
found dead—in a cemetery. Extra!
Extra!"
SENIOR prom is beginning to rival
midyears as a source for laughs.
There was the English professor, for
instance, who noticed last Saturday
morning that one of her senior stu-
dents—shall we call her Miss Smith?
—was conspicuously absent.
As she dismissed the class, the pro-
fessor remarked, "Have a good time
at prom, girls—and give my love to
Miss Smith!"
« •
AND then there was the couple who
could be heard all over Alumnae
ball-room shouting at each other at
the top of their lungs. Perry was
rather disturbed at first; if they were
angry with eacn' other, he thought,
the least they could do would be to
keep their wrath to themselves until
after the festivities.
With a little sleuthing, however, he
found out that the two were on per-
fectly good terms. It was just one
of those blind dates where the kind
souls who arranged it told each party
that the other was slightly deaf.
• * •
A junior who was asked why shekept her clock in her slipper re-




of professors is creeping into the
student body. One girl addressed a
letter to her father and mother, "Mr.
and Mrs. Family."
• • •
A professor of philosophy has soimpressed one of his students
with the glories of Plato, that she
speaks of him as Mr. Socrates.
• • •
THE current Van Gogh exhibition
has raised some controversy as
to the pronunciation of the artist's
name, but the girl that told Perry
about the Van Goya paintings was
the most misleading.
PERRY is still wondering about
the sophomore who thought group
leadership was a gym class.
• •
PERRY was in a sophomore speech
class the other day when the in-
structor asked a girl to give her
pantomime. "Oh, no," the girl re-
plied, "I'm not prepared. I just came




According to Mrs. Raymond Wll-
motte, in her- lecture on progressive
education last Tuesday, the newest ex-
perimental schools, having gotten away
from hard and fast classifications, no
longer speak of children as "fifth
graders" but as the "tens" (or ten-
year-olds). The basic assumption be-
hind the experimental schools has also
broken away from traditional ideas, in
stating that the teacher and the child
are not essentially different. Both are
learning how to get the most out of
experiences and therefore they must
work together.
In this exciting business of experi-
mental teaching (which incidentally is
now regarded as a full-fledged profes-
sion and not as an interlude between
college and marriage) , it is the teach-
er's job, above all, to understand her
particular age group and realize its
limitations. For example, the "sixes" do
not get much from words but you may
find them very teachable by appealing
to their senses. Primary sources are
preferred as a basis for teaching, and
the teacher must be able to explore
the wonders of the steamship dock or
coal mine with the gusto of a true
six-year-old.
In closing, Mrs. Wilmotte told of Che
Cooperative School for Student Teach-
ers in New York with which she is as-
sociated. It is affiliated with seven
experimental schools and thus the ver-
satile teachers-to-be are enabled to get




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
skating. Two numbers of couples
dancing, one a waltz and the other
a two-step, were performed by Mr.
Robert Vose, Miss Evelyn Freeman,
Mr. and Mrs. Elbrldge Wason, Mr.
Charles Wyman, and Miss Olivia
Stone.
Virginia Spangler '38 announced
the events and presented the
blue ribbons to the winners of the
obstacle race. There was music
throughout the entertainment and for
some time afterwards for the bene-
fit of those members of the audience
who load brought their skates, and hot-
dogs, roasted by the buyers themselves
over an open nre, and coffee were sold.
Because of the poor condition of the
ice, several scheduled races and the
college fancy skating contest were
necessarily eliminated.
In charge of committees was Bar-
bara Smith '37, head of events. Others
who contributed to the success of the
carnival were Edna Dempewolif '36,
who supervised the bonfires; Mary
Louise Bass "37, in charge of food;
Frances Jones '37. who was responsible
for the music; Ruth Winsor "37, who
saw to It that contestants wore pin-
nies; Elizabeth Thorogood '38 respon-
sible for keeping the rink clear;
Eleanor Gillespie '36 and Eva Wallen





No oracle could predict a smarter shoe! Square
roe, square built-up leather heel. Smooth looking
center strap and neat sprinkles of perforations. In
grey, copper, blue or black bucko.
A Collegebred Shoe
"Your Footprint In Leather"
eMail Orders Expertly Filled
dninieiier3
Established 1863 \J




a wide variety of Sporty
Sweaters in the new,
luscious Spring Colors ....
soft angoras and hand knit
effects
From $3.50
From the Spring Fashion Palette
Vivid accessories to the fact that the fashion picture
for 1936 must
be painted in colors. Biarritz green, Lido red, chaudron—brilliant
touches that testify that the girl with a striking accessory
scheme dominates the fashion scene. Match the bag
with the scarf and gloves or contrast them to suit
your mood or costume but, above all, accent
accessories. The doeskin shorty-gauntlets
are $1.95, the doeskin bag is $2.25,
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APOLOGIA PRO NOSTRA VITA
We of the News welcome such at-
tacks as that made by "1936" in last
week's free press column. Vituperative
and unfair though we consider it, it
gives us an opportunity to clear up
a few of the misconceptions which
gave rise to it and which must be
shared by other less vocal readers.
First, for the general comments on
the policy of News with which our
critic opens her bombardment. Of
course we are collegiate—in the sense
that our paper is published by under-
graduates for a circle of readers in-
terested in the college. If we were
to banish the collegiate atmosphere,
we should renounce our only excuse
for existence. We might try to com-
pete with the New York Times, the
Christian Science Monitor, or the
Daily Worker, but we suspect that
such a change of policy would not
be for the better. We also suspect
that were we to make such a change,
we should not print an article about
the WOC snow carnival on the front
page.
The obvious precedure open to those
who object to "feeble" feature articles
on page one is to skip them. They are
printed there only for the benefit of
those who are depressed by the sight
of a front page covered with advance
notices and write-ups of lectures.
We feel forced to question the ac-
curacy of the label "inane 'inter-
views' ". A search through our files
for the last four months reveals that
the only first-page interviews to which
the adjective used by our critic per-
haps applies are those given by the
two children who played In A Doll's
House and by the postman whose
reminiscences include anecdotes about
Miss Palmer's presidency, the college
fire, etc. In both these cases we con-
sider such material essentially "news-
worthy." If the style did not happen
to appeal to "1936," all we can do Is
explain modestly that we consider the
classical ideal of universality some-
what beyond our reach.
As for the more serious interviews,
we feel impelled to quote two opin-
ions of them which a sense of pro-
priety has forced us to hide beneath
the office bushel until now. Of the
front-page interview with Lawrence
Tibbett, printed last fall, the secre-
tary of the Metropolitan Bureau of
Music wrote, "The young lady who
interviewed Mr. Tibbett is a news-
paper woman. I do not consider her
questions to be sob stuff but very in-
telligent news questions, and they got
what they deserved—frank answers
from the subject." And no less a
Journalist than Irlta Van Doren, editor
of the Herald Tribune Books, said that
she considered the author of our
';Tips from the Top" series the ibest
college interviewer with whom she has
ever talked.
We smiled as we read that our
treatment of news is "pseudo-Hearst-
ian." In the first place, we are
convinced that it is the only time
anyone has ever even implied that
the News is reactionary in nature.
Further, if anything we have written
has smacked of jingoism, or sensa-
tionalism of any kind, we should ap-
preciate clippings of it. And as far
as we know, we have always sup-
pressed any impulse to print front-
page EDITORIALS peppered with
CAPITALS.
As for the particular misdemeanor
which apparently troubled "1936" es-
pecially—our write-up of the recent
snow carnival—may we remind her
that the event took place just eight
days before the publication of the
write-up? In that space of time we
took it for granted that every ski
enthusiast who had not attended or
participated in the carnival would
have inquired avidly from her friends
or from the clippings on the Press
board bulletin as to the results of the
races. And the remaining uninitiated,
not knowing what a slalom race is
anyway, could hardly have appreciated
the fact that it was performed in 12
seconds.
Thus a detailed account of the
carnival would have been "news-
worthy" only to the small minority
whose names might have been men-
tioned in it. Should "names make
news" in a paper published for in-
telligent people who presumably have
outgrown the publicity hound stage?
It hardly seems necessary to deny
the fact that our story was derived
from the Boston papers. If they had
provided us with our material, some-
one might very well ask why we did
not use all the Interesting data which
we might have lifted from them. And
even if we had been guilty of theft
—to use a colloquial phrase, so what?
The Boston papers feel no compunc-
tion in stealing stories from us; one
reporter in particular makes a habit
of haunting our office and the print-
ing plant in an effort to crib from
each Issue before it is off the press.
Under these circumstances we feel
that there is no reason why we should
not use week-old stories of theirs If
the occasion should ever arise.
"1936"
's attacx seems particularly
ironical in view of the fact that we
considered the prominence of the po-
sition devoted to the snow carnival
disproportionate to the importance of
the event. Every other article on
that page was either an advance an-
nouncement, a straight feature story,
or an item which the college at large
could not have read about in a Bos-
ton paper. Despite the fact that the
carnival had received publicity In two
previous issues, we considered that
the efforts and enthusiasm which the
Outing club put into the affair de-
served still more recognition. And we
believed naively that this recognition
would be more general If the story
were presented in a light, readable
fashion rather than in a dry, statis-
tics-stuffed article.
MUZZLING THE MIND
Wellesley college has a very per-
sonal interest in the outcome of the
rehearing on the Teachers' Oath
law held today in the Massachusetts
State house. President Pendleton is
representing the college at the hear-
ing, and a memorandum from the Aca-
demic council urging the repeal of
the law has been sent to the com-
mittee on education.
Faculty members and students alike
are united in opposition to this law.
It has seemed to us not only un-
called-for and unwise but positively
dangerous. It is uncalled-for because
there is probably no other class of
people in the United States so dedi-
cated to their work, so loyal to the
ideals of their country, or so eager
to see its youth trained in those
ideals—one of the most important
of which is freedom of speech.
Teachers justly resent the distrust
of their profession which the oath
law implies.
The law is unwise because it may
put the quietus on academic dis-
cussion. In a democracy, it is ab-
solutely essential that academic free-
dom be maintained, that we examine
objectively all ideas and theories of
current interest. This does not in-
volve indoctrinating students with
communism and socialism which the
legislators fear. It simply means
placing facts at their disposal and
encouraging students to evaluate
them independently. Never can we
have an Intelligent electorate in the
United States if training in inde-
pendent thinking is not given in the
schools of the nation. Never can we
hope to progress if restrictions are
placed upon the teaching of certain
subjects.
The law is potentially dangerous
because it can easily be used as a
muzzle for teachers or a means of
securing their dismissal; it can easily
be the first step to an even more
restrictive policy. Elsewhere a law
has been passed which prohibits al-
together the teaching of communism
and socialism. Such restrictions are
justified only by the assumption that
we in the United States have a
monopoly on political wisdom and
that our judgment is infallible. Sure-
ly even the most narrow-minded con-
servative would never hazard such
an assumption.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
Guest Day Invitations
To the Wellesley College News:
As the plans for Wellesley Guest
day on May 2 assume definite form
in the minds of the committee now
at work on the program and arrange-
ments for hospitality, It is agreed
that there must be a limit to the
number of visitors we may receive
during the day.
To eliminate confusion and to give
our guests ample opportunity to In-
spect our facilities and to watch us
at work, the central committee has
decided to send individual invitations
to people who will be definitely in-
terested in the academic aspects of
Wellesley; those to whom a chance to
observe our classes in session, our
laboratories in operation, will most
appeal.
Any student who may wish to
have the college include on its In-
vitation list friends and relatives who
will welcome such an opportunity will
kindly give their names to her head
of house before March 20.
Only those who bear an official
card from the Guest day committee
will be admitted to classes and de-
partment functions.
Frances L. Knapp
Write It On Ice!
To the Wellesley College News:
From the amount of criticism I have
already heard of the writer of last
week's famous "free press." I imagine
much has already been written to make
her change her mind and regret her
letter bitterly. I can not refrain from
putting in my two cents' worth. If the
writer knew anything at all about
newspaper and publicity technique, I
should hope she would realize that the
News really treated her and her pre-
cious WOC carnival rather well. If I
am not mistaken, the carnival was
given plenty of good advance publicity
by the News. And if she is trying to
achieve bigger and better carnivals, is
it not pertinent to reach the public
before the great event and make each
and every reader run for her skis and
begin polishing them up in preparation
for active participation In the great
doings? How much good Is it going to
do the WOC carnival if we all sit in
our rooms eating candy or smoking
cigarettes and reading carefully a de-
tailed account of every ski that was
skied (excuse my ignorance of carnival
terms) last week at the carnival? To
be sure, we might think, "Well, I must
get around to it next year." But then,
by next year we shall have forgotten,
or we shall be lost forever to Wellesley
and the WOC. Advance publicity for a
thing like that is all that really counts.
Of course, the real point is that our
friend should be getting something
from college that she apparently is not
—and that is, the ability to take a
long view of things. It Is too bad to
see one so young going off into a great
tirade and completely losing her tem-
per because the News stepped on her
toes—or should I say skis? To hear
her talk, one would think that the
News coming out after the great carni-
val should have been carved on blocks
of ice and completely given over to
her project)—a worthy one, no doubt,
but certainly not one which should
eclipse the new scholarship awards
announcement and the account of the
model senate.
1936
It Can Happen Here!
To the Wellesley College News:
I read with some consternation and
amazement the free press which ap-
peared in last week's News. The
author's remarks about the Hearstlan
style and careless attitude of the News
seem to have been brought forth be-
cause the author's pet project—a snow
carnival, of all things—was not treated
as an event of major significance by
the editors. Being a layman when it
comes to journalism, I probably have
no right to judge one way or another,
but it does seem to me that a news-
paper has a board of editors for the
express purpose of deciding policy.
What kind of a paper are we going to
have If we turn the News Into a free
advertising sheet for every college or-
ganization and print on the front page
what each group wants instead of what
the board of editors thinks is of the
greatest interest to the college? The
author of last week's free press would
probably join with me in condemning
the control of large metropolitan pa-
pers by various pressure groups. Yet
I would say that she is trying to do
exactly what business corporations do
on a larger scale: namely, to dictate
what shall be printed and where.
Another point that the author might
bear in mind is that the News Is a
weekly newspaper. Most of us had
heard all we wanted to know about
the snow carnival before the News
came out, so we were thankful that
we were not asked to plow through
lines of detail. And after all, it is the
business of the editors to decide
whether it was the best snow carnival
since the days when Mr. Durant
founded Wellesley.
A weekly paper should, I feel, spe-
cialize in feature stories and editorials.
I am Inclined to agree with last week's
author that some of the features of
the News are Infantile and pointless.
More features and editorials on serious
subjects of current interest would add
to the value of the paper, but the
college has shown little sign of interest
in any such discussions, so we can
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
Rhinestonyat
by Omyr Howcudyu
A book of hist'ry underneath the
chair,
A chocolate coke, a Seller roll, and
Thou
Beside me eating In a restaurant.
Oh, Seller's were a Paradise enow.
Waste not your time, nor in the vain
pursuit
Of he or him concoct a line so "cute."
Better be robust with a chocolate
float
Than diet after none, or meager,
fruit.
The Moving Pencil writes, and having
writ
Doth break: nor all your sharpener
nor mine
Shall whittle point to write again so
fine,
Nor can instructor read a word of It.
Miscellaneous
Oh, it's fun to get a letter,
Yes, a letter's an entrancer.
But I'd like the fun far better
If I didn't have to answer.
It's great when you live in the vlll
"Cause it's nearer far to Boston.
But our classes aren't in Boston,
And Founders is miles from the vlll.
But bike,
Don't hike.
When the roads are bare




Leap year's day has gone, my dears,
But please do not abuse me.
My courage may gain In the next
four years,
That is, unless someone should
choose me.
But this time I Just couldn't
The big question pop.
My teeth simply wouldn't
Their chattering stop.
I said, '"Will you—or do you—uh,
is it all right?
Oh, pshaw, what's the use?—You can
turn up the light."
Pick-Me-Up
If you're feeling blue and sort of
wish
That you were something dlff.
Go down and look at all the fish,
You'll laugh yourself quite stiff.
Their pouty faces are delish,
You chuckle and you grin.
You wave a mitten at a fish.
He flaps at you a fin.
With a flick and whish away he'll
swish
—
Be glad you're not a silly fish.
Song of an Independent
Spirit Two Months
Ahead of the Seasons
"In spite of life's minor
Annoyances
An appeal to your much finer
Buoyancies
Is undoubtedly high
When you look at blue sky
And the signs of new spring
And her joyances.
Don't say to me
There'll be more snow.
Why, can't you see
The slush all go?
So It's off with my flannels and stock-
ings and mitten."
Two hours later—Poor girl, she's
frost-bitten.
But her proud spirit still is
In time with the lilies
They placed with her frost-bitten rig.
The wraith we hear cry
(With a tear-brlmmlng eye)


















Pink and King of Bur-
lesque
WELLESLEY HILLS—The Bride







A well-chosen, well-balanced, and
well-sung program given by the Wel-
lesley choir and the Harvard Glee
club brought to a close this season's
concert series. In spite of a charac-
teristically unresponsive audience, the
two groups gave a really excellent per-
formance and both Mr. Greene and
Mr. Woodworth are to be warmly
congratulated on the success of their
work.
The opening number, Singet dem
Herrn ein Neues Lied, from Bach's
Cantata number 190, displayed at
once the excellent training of the
two choruses. The mass effect was
very good, and Bach's vitality was
sustained throughout. The long
swells and well-controlled pianissimos
of Nanino's Diffusa est Gratia, the
first number sung by Harvard alone,
furnished a striking contrast to the
vigor and verve of the soldier song
which followed it—Tutti Venite Ar-
mati, by Gastoldl.
Although the two Purcell numbers,
Sound the Trumpet and With Droop-
ing Wings from Dido and Aeneas, were
technically precise and well-executed,
their lack of fire, due of course to
the composer rather than to the
chorus, made them among the least
interesting on the program. Hoist's
To Agni which followed immediately
was stirring and refreshing in its
modern harmony, and was sung with
vitality and spirit.
The group of five Brahms love-
songs by the combined choruses was
one of the best chosen and most de-
lightful parts of the program. The
group furnished excellent contrasts
In mood—from tenderness to whimsy,
from surging passion to melancholy.
The light capricious waltz-rhythm of
Ein Kleiner Hilbscher Vogel made It
one of the best received numbers. The
remainder of the group included Ver-
sicht, O Herz, auf Rettung; O die
Frauen; Nein, Geliebter, Setzte Dich;
and Vom Geblrge Well auf Well.
The opening number of Harvard's
next group, Cantata, by Markevitch.
was a blatant experiment in ultra-
modernism and not too successfully
executed. The short and very humor-
ous Mozart Kanon sung by about
half of the Harvard group was, on
the other hand, thoroughly delight-
ful. The suite of four sea chanties,
some of them rollicking in mood,
others more mournful, added a salty
tang to the program.
Robert Delaney's arrangements of
four folk-songs, including La Bas-
tingue. The River, The Thoughts are
Free, and The Leather Bottel were
Interesting and well Interpreted by
the Wellesley choir. The program
ended with a flourish In a selection
of dramatic Polovetzian Dances from
Borodin's Prince Igor sung by the
combined choruses.
Much credit is to be given to the
four accompanists of the evening.
Their able rendering of difficult
pieces added greatly to the success of
the concert.
O. V. E. '36
A student song recital was given
in Billings hall on Wednesday eve-
ning, February 26. The singers were
accompanied by Marion Muther, and
a violin obbligato was played in two
of the numbers by Florence Chap-
man '37.
The program opened with a duet,
"O Vos Omnes" by Couperin. sung
by A. Jane Plank '36 and Helen
Gooding "37. The two voices were
well matched and nicely blended.
Alice Tremain '38 followed with
Chausson's "Les Papillons". Miss
Tremain has a fine lyric quality al-
though her voice is not strong. An-
other duet, Dvorak's "Die Beschel-
dene", was sung by Phyllis Flnkle-
steln '39 and Marjorie Northrup "39.
Their phrasing and sensitive inter-
pretation made this one of the finest
performances of the evening. The
two numbers which followed were
sung by Lillian Jameson "37. She ob-
tained a good pianissimo In the
Moussorgsky song, but the "Fairy
Tales" by Erich Wolff was not the
best vehicle for her abilities.
"Joli Mols de Mai", an old French
song arranged for five voices by
Tiersot, was sung by a group from
the class of 1939: Katherine Hack,
Mary Louise Blrcher, Dorothy Harris,
Claire Hustead, and Isabel Kurtz.
This unusual number lent pleasant
variety to the program. Robbie Lou
Schneider '37 followed with Handel's
"Singe Seele". The violin obbligato
was played with a fine feeling for the
rhythmic spirit of the piece by Flor-
ence Chapman. The imitation be-
tween violin and voice was admirably
interpreted. The next numbers were
two Schumann songs by A. Jane
Plank. Miss Plank sang with grace
and a carefully studied technique.
Two duets by Miss Schneider and
Miss Tremain came next. The flexi-
bility of the phrasing in "O Quam
Tristes" from Pergolesl's Stabat Mater
was striking particularly as the voices
were two quite different types. Mo-
zart's "Sweet Zephyr" from Figaro
was sung with characteristic grace.
Helen Gooding followed with two
folk melodies of Brahms. Her fine
pianissimo In the second was partly
lost because the accompaniment was
too loud. Florence Chapman played
the violin obbligato In Mozart's
"L'Amero" from II Re Pastore which
Miss Gooding sang next. A diffi-
cult cadenza for voice and violin was
outstanding for the taste and confi-
dence with which It was performed.
Miss Chapman has a fine feeling for
the subtleties of phrasing. The pro-
gram closed with two Brahms duets
sung by Miss Plank and Miss Gooding.
The spirit with which they sang
"Die Boten der Llebe" was entirely
fitting to the music.
This recital was above the general
level of amateur work and deserved
a larger attendance than It had.
J. S. B. '36
OFFER BIRD'S-EYE VIEW
OF BOSTON SOCIAL WORK
An opportunity is given to learn
at first hand about social work on
March 30, 31, and April 1. It means
a bird's-eye view of the various
agencies for social betterment and
a chance to meet leaders In social
work and to discuss problems with
them at luncheon and tea.
This Is carried on by a leader with
a group of students from the New
England colleges. Four students
chosen from the Junior and senior
classes will be received from Wellesley.
Students make their own arrange-
ments for overnight accommodations
and for breakfasts and dinners. The
Pioneer club is recommended where
the first meetings will be held.
Luncheons are taken with group at
various places.
Other details, and room rates at
the Pioneer, may be obtained at the
Personnel bureau.
It is necessary to register at once
with the Personnel bureau if you
wish to be considered as a candidate.
The program for the three days Is
posted on the Personnel Bureau bul-
letin board.
SENIORS PROVE THEY
DONT NEED LEAP YEAR
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
fascinated the roving reporter: Caro-
line Wilson in black net, Betsy An-
derson In black velvet, Eleanor De-
Vllblss In beaded black crepe, and
a number of other seniors in vari-
ous versions of the classic black gown.
Eleanor Smith suggested spring in
a clever print of dark blues, greens,
and white, and Ruth Harris wore
blue crepe. Mary Lee had on flame-
colored chiffon, while Margaret For-
syth's chiffon was chartreuse with
a lavender sash.
In crisp black and white, the prom
maids smoothly served the midnight
supper.
At 12:30, as the couples began to
leave, the roving reporter cornered
a Brown man and secured his opinion
of the ideal prom girl. The details
were too numerous to repeat, but a
summary is easy to give; she's a
sort of composite Wellesley senior,
with reasonable Intelligence and
enough sense not to show It; and
what's more (remember this Is a
man's verdict!), she lets the man
do the talking. In other words, "The
Wellesley senior doesn't need the
privilege of leap year I"
Copyright 1930. The American Tobacco Company
A LIGHT
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
All kinds of people choose Luckies, ical analysis shows that the top leaves
each for reasons of his own. But every- contain excess alkalies which tend to
one agrees that Luckies are A Light give a harsh, alkaline taste.The bottom
Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.
It is a rather surprising fact that the
leaves of the same tobacco plant may
vary far more than the leaves from
leaves tend to acidity in the smoke. It is
only the center leaves which approach
in nature the most palatable, acid-
alkaline balance. In Lucky Strike
plants of quite different types. Chem- Cigarettes, the center leaves are used.
Luckies are less acid
Recent chemical tests show*
that other popular brands
hove an excess of acidity
aver Lucky Strike of from
53* to 100%






•RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH CROUPS
-IT'S TOASTED"
Your throat protection — against irritation
—against cough
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
Field Trips
Are you to be in New York during
the spring vacation? Why not use
some of your time to find out more
about the kinds of work you are in-
terested in? See people at work and
talk with them about what they are
doing?
The Personnel bureau is already
planning one trip and will plan oth-
ers, if there is sufficient demand for
this service. Do you want to visit
a bank or investment house? Would
some of your friends like to join you?
Consult the bureau.
Have you heard of the new plan
which Teachers' college is carrying
out—of graduate study in education
coupled with a year's apprenticeship
in one of the progressive school sys-
tems in or near New York? It is
something new which has developed
to meet the demand for well-trained
teachers, graduates of liberal arts
colleges with real experience in well-
supervised teaching. After work for
two summers with the intervening
year, the candidate may receive her
master's degree. A visit to some of
the co-operating schools is being
planned—for example to Lincoln,
Horace Mann, the Bronxville or
Mamaroneck schools. See what pro-
gressive schools offer to their stu-
dents.
Dates of visits will be arranged for
the convenience of those who wish
to participate. Make your wants and
plans known at once to the Per-
sonnel bureau, if you wish to be in-
cluded.
Vocational Uses of Italian
The vocational uses of Italian will
be discussed at a meeting in T. Z. E.
at 4:40 on Tuesday, March 10.
Miss Bosano of our own de-
partment will disouss the general
uses of Italian, especially in occu-
pations other than teaching. Two
other speakers will bring out some
special uses of Italian.
Miss Ida Hull, formerly of the
Boston Family Welfare society of
Boston, will tell of the need of Italian
in her social work, and Miss Felicita
Pellegrini of her work in the State
Department of Public Health. These
will illustrate the value of Italian in
two important fields of work in any
large city.
There will be opportunity for ques-
tions and general discussion. Tea
will be served at 4:15 by the com-
mittee on vocational information.
Tests for Secretarial Work
An aptitude test will be given for
secretarial work on Monday, March 16.
The test will be given in room 236
at 4:30.
Students who wish to take the test
should apply to the Personnel bur-
eau not later tnan Wednesday, March
11. Only a limited number of the
tests will be given, so anyone who




The American Indian institute at
Wichita, Kansas, conducted by the
board of national missions of the
Presbyterian church in the U. S. A.
is one of the many projects which
receives aid from the Wellesley Serv-
ice fund. The Service fund recently
received a letter from Henry P.
Douglas, superintendent of the insti-
tute, giving us some idea of the work
done by the institute, and thanking
us for our interest in their work.
Their outstanding religious ac-
tivity during the past year has been
the combined daily devotional and
prayer period, where all students
have been given an opportunity to
take part in prayer, to learn of the
mission work of the Presbyterian
church around the world, and have
had a period of worship and prayer
to begin each day.
He describes the Thanksgiving
morning devotional period which was
especially nice. One student read a
thanksgiving passage of Scripture and
special music was given by four stu-
dents.
REPORTER GETS TIP AT
TOP OF CONNING TOWER
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
and that his eyes weren't half as cross
as his voice sounded.
"What training is necessary? There's
no rule. John Chamberlain has an
article in the Saturday Review of Lit-
erature that I'm going to quote in my
column tomorrow. He says a critic of
literature ought to have a sense of
form, an historical knowledge, a back-
ground of social science, philosophy,
art, aesthetics, comparative religion,
law, and psychology. The same train-
ing goes for a reporter. He must be
an encyclopedia, and when he has all
this he can get a cent a word just like
picking it off trees." P. P. A. snorted.
"And if you write for any of the
j
book review sections you have to be
quick; in two days read the book and
!
write seven hundred words. At best
the review's printed a week from the
following Sunday. The Friday after
lhat you receive your check for $7.
And you've got to be good even to get
a job."
F. P. A.'s chair creaked, and he put
his feet upon the desk. It was just
as though they'd been too near the
camera in a picture. We could see
his face way down between the tan
soles of his shoes.
"I don't know how to syndicate writ-
ing. Judging from appearances, just
be as commonplace and mediocre as
you can. Never express an opinion
about anything; never have one. Never
offend anybody." He must have no-
ticed our amusement. "I offend lots
of people, thank God, but not as many
as I try to."
"For a girl who wants to write, I'd
say, 'write.' Any writing that doesn't
pay its way isn't writing. If it's





on the DE LUXE
S. S. COLUMBUS
FROM NEW YORK
SATURDAY, MAR. 28, at 5 p. m.
Returning Sunday afternoon, April 5th.
8 DAYS .... $107.50 up
2 Days in HAVANA ... 1 in NASSAU
Your ship is your hotel in ports, saving
much expense, assuring supreme com-
fort, holding the crowd together for
double enjoyment of shore and ship-
board life.
Later Cruises over Easter:
S.S. EUROPA . . April 9 to April 13
A Day in Bermuda . . . $60 up
S.S. COLUMBUS . . April 10 to April 19
Haiti, Jamaica, Cuba . . $120 up
Literature . . . Reservations from
Your Local Travel Agent, or
Hamburg - American Line
North German Lloyd
252 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
HATHAWAY ANNOUNCES
LIBRARY PRIZE RULES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
an important factor in making the
award. Students with small collec-
tions need not hesitate to enter their
libraries.
4. The form and intelligent ar-
rangement of the lists submitted will
be taken into consideration.
5. Physical condition of the books.
The judges will be two representa-
tives of the faculty and one of the
bookshop. The most promising lib-
raries will be visited by the Judges.
The senior award will be made before
spring vacation and the freshman
award sometime after June 1.
Members of the junior class inter-
ested in book collecting may refer
to the News of October 24 for the
rules of the library contest for that
class. Their lists should be in by
May 2.
"^ssswssswsssssssssssssssssssssss^^
AT THE "NEWS" OFFICE
FRIDAY, MARCH 6TH
from
2:00 P. M. to 5:30 P. M.
YOU WILL FIND
MR. TALBOT BAKER, Harvard 79
MR. WILLIAM HARTMAN, Dartmouth '34
'to assist you in booking on the
S. S. "Columbus" — Spring Cruise
Saturday, March 28th—5 p. m. from New York
Returning Sunday Afternoon, April 5th.
8 DAYS 5107.50
Messrs. Baker and Hartman can answer all your questions
—
and they are
GOING ON THE CRUISE
Butterfield Travel Company
376 BOYLSTON STREET — BOSTON
r*r*-t>r*+^++++**r*ZrVV9+V?S&?yZ WSK <vf^f^*yw<yww»«»<y^W«iW»>»»>»»»
mean that you'll get to be a big shot
In a syndicate Just by being no good.
Honestly, though, I don't know how
reporters do break Into the newspaper
field today."
"What about your own column?" we
inquired. "Do you actually do every-
thing you write about In your diary?''
"Yes, everything, and I never solicit
contributions." Suddenly he grinned.
"It's bad enough this way."
He took his feet down from the desk,
glanced at his watch. "I ought not
to be in town this morning, and 1
wouldn't be if I hadn't remembered my
date with you. This is the last day
of school, and I promised my children,"
motioning toward their picture, "that
I'd go hear them sing Christmas carols,
so—." He put on the tan polo coat
that was lying across his other desk,
and picked up his hat. "Use the office
as long as you want to; make yourself
at home." He walked over and patted
our shoulder. "And if you get in a
snag writing this up. let me know"
As the door closed behind F. P. A.
and we looked around at the bookcases,
at his typewriter with the cover half
pulled off, at the place where his feet
had mussed the papers on his desk, we
knew what he meant when he asked if
any of the "Tops" had been fun to
interview, for P. P. A. was fun.
This is the last of a series of "Tips





SUMMER VOYAGE • JULY 1st, 1936
60 DAYS, FIRST CLASS, FROM $725
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL ASSOCIATION
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, New York City
Of each 25 passages bought
before April 15th — one, se-
lected by lot, v. .11 be FREE
(money rcfuaded). Boole now
—you may win free trip! De-
tails at bus. off. this paper.
Here's Why Everyone's Going to the
rii;\niw\Yi
BERMUDA'S COMPLETE RE-
SORT ESTATE . . . Everything
Bermudaoffers—in one distinguished
address.Modern structure accominc*
dating500 guests at moderate rates.
FLORAL SPORi GARDEN . . .
tennis and all lawn sports in mag'
nificent flowered setting.
SUNKEN GARDEN SWIM-
MING POOL... Bermuda's new-
est and loveliest! Favorite day-long
lounging center.
GOLF AND SKEET . . . Special
privileges for Bermudiana guests at
famous RiddelTs Bay Club.
BRILLIANT NIGHT LIFE REN-
DEZVOUS . . . Silver Grill and
Grotto Bar, Bermuda's smartest
after-dark gathering places.
AL DONAHUE and his OR-
CHESTRA . . . direct from the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
TOURNAMENTS . . . in all
sports, every week, organized espe-
cially for Bermudiana guests.
MAGNIFICENT LOCATION...
secluded in 15-acre park, yet just
a step from Bermuda's finest shops.
Get new illustrated boo\ from your TRAVEL AGENT OR apply to Robert
D. Blaclrman, General Manager, Hotel Bermudiana, Bermuda; or Hew Tor}{
Representative, 34 Whitehall St., Hew Torl(.
Two bonnie BRAEMARS
j&jU^'gh^^M for bonnie belles!
On the left, ladies and gentle-
men, we have the Braemar Car-
digan. Observe the new lace insert!
Consider the garment's smartness.
Imagine its comfort. Disbelieve its
Price, £ 3-0-0
On the right, you will kindly
notice the set of Braemar Chums.
These twin sweaters, though sep-
arate individuals, were destined
for one another. Here, veritably,
are Damon and Pythias! Or gin
and bitters. Caviar and vodka.
But less costly! £ 5. 0-0
Both the Cardigan and the
twins are fashioned of the purest
Indian Cashmere. They are avail-
able in natural colours, in white,
and in pastels. In distinction or
style, and in quality of material
and workmanship, they com-
pletely fulfill those high standards
that have become traditional with




British Apparel oj All Sorts jor Men and II omi n
Perfumes
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
CAPS AND FROWNS
Austin, Texas iACP). Did the 20th
century begin January 1, 1900, or Jan-
uary 1, 1901?
A University of Texas professor baf-
fled a class in Greek history with
this question the other day. Half the
class voted January 1. 1900, while the
other half wouldn't comment.
The learned pedagogue finally told
the boys and girls.
"There's no such thing as a zero
year," he said. "Did you ever stop to
think of the year 1 A. D.? Now
Ihink about 100 A. D., and you'll see
only 99 years passed between January
1. 1 A. D., and January 1, 100 A. D."
Therefore. January 1, 101, is the
date that marked the exact passing
of the first century after Christ, and
the twentieth century began January
1, 1901.
» •
New York (ACP). Two slang
phrases of the hour—"Oh, yeah?" and
"He can take it"—were lauded by
Robert Gordon Anderson, author and
newspaperman, in a recent address
to Hunter college students.
"
'Oh, yeah?' is not ridiculous,"
Anderson said. "It is tragic in its
implications. It is as eloquent of
world weariness as the bitterest cry
of the disillusioned from Ecclesiastes
down to Dreiser and Lewis.
"It bristles with challenge, as the
young men cry: "Why have you slain
our illusions? Why have you killed
our faith?'
"
Nor was there anything new in
"He can take it," Anderson declared,
pointing to the analogy between it
and the spirit the Victorians applauded
in Henley's line "Beneath the blud-
geoning of chance, my head is bloody
but unbowed."
will plan to attend the entire series
of these lectures, but. as the speakers
and subjects will change each Thurs-





Kagawa are being distributed this
week in every college dormitory. We
urge you to read these along with
your dormitory magazines and so pre-
pare yourself for Kagawa's lecture
here on Monday. April 20.
FLOAT DESIGN CONTEST OPENS
The contest for float designs is
now open to all students, even those
on probation, except seniors. The
subject for Float Night is going to
be nursery rhymes, so that floats
should portray subjects like Jack and
Jill, Mother Hubbard, or Humpty
Dumpty. Applicants are urged to use
bright colors and large masses since
detail does not show up well on the
water. The contest closes on March
20, by which time all designs should
be in room 325 Claflin. Out of all
the floats submitted, nine will be
chosen. All students who have any



























Dr. Henry P. Van Dusen
The preacher at Sunday morning
chapel on March 8 will be Dr. Henry
P. Van Dusen of Union Theological
seminary in New York. The Chris-
tian association is happy to announce
that this preacher, who is sought after
by college students throughout the
country, will conduct the Religious
Forum at Wellesley next February.
Mr. Amos Wilder at Vespers
The Christian association will hold
a vesper service in T. Z. E. on Sun-
day. March 8, at 7.30 p. m. At this
service, the speaker will be Mr. Amos
Wilder, a professor at the Andover
Newton Theological school. Like his
brother. Thornton Wilder, Mr. Amos
Wilder is an authority on English
literature, and is therefore well quali-
fied to speak on the subject, The
Paradox of Freedom in the Poets.
Non-Christian Religions
For the months of March and April
the regular Thursday teas in the
Christian Association lounge will be
devoted to a consideration of impor-
tant non-Christian religions. The se-
ries of such lectures will begin on
Thursday, March 5, with a talk on
Buddhism by Mr. Sheldon T. Har-
bach, a graduate student at the Epis-
copal Theological school in Cambridge.
The second lecture will be a discussion
of Mohammedanism by Mr. J. Philip
Hyatt of the Wellesley biblical his-
tory department. It is to be hoped
that many members of the college
OFFER PRIZES FOR BEST
NEUTRALITY EDITORIAL
Here's another chance for aspiring
young diplomats to fill their empty
pockets while voicing their opinions
on current world problems. The For-
eign Policy association and The Na-
tion are sponsoring an editorial con-
test for college students on the sub-
ject "Will Neutrality Keep us out
of War?" Fifty dollars is offered for
the winning editorial, and other
prizes are twenty-five dollars, second
prize, five one-year subscriptions to
The Nation, for the five third prizes,
and five student memberships to the
Foreign Policy association, fourth
prizes.
Entrants must write an editorial of
not more than 1,000 words on "Will
Neutrality Keep us out of War?"
The contest is open to all under-
graduate college students. Manu-
scripts should be sent to the Student
Secretary, Foreign Policy associa-
tion, 8 West 40th street. New York
City, before March 15, 1936. Editorials
will be judged on the basis of fac-
tual background, logic, and effective-
ness of presentation.
The judges are Raymond L. Buell,
president of the Foreign Policy as-
sociation, Freda Kirchwey, editor of
The Nation, Paul U. Kellogg, editor
of the Survey Graphic, and William
T. Stone, vice-president of the For-
eign Policy association.
Final details concerning manu-
scripts may be found on the News
bulletin board outside room 136.
The Nation has also published a lis'
of reading suggestions which may
help you. The winning editorial will
appear in the May 6 issue of The
Nation.
ALL CLASSES! COME TO
TREE DAY TRY-OUTS
AGORA, MARCH 16 AND 17
3:00 - 5:30. 7:30 - 9:30
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
THEME: PONCE DE LEON'S
SEARCH FOR FOUNTAIN OF
YOUTH
Vacation Afloat
Outdoor and indoor pools, deck sports
galore, concerts, pre-release talkies, danc-
ing and night clubs with star performers.
Qui academico gradu non insigniti sunt
could make their own good times anywhere
but a magnificent cruise ship does help.
The warm sunny days and tropical nights
with a first quarter moon are provided at
no extra charge. .
. . Need we say more?
Make your reservations now for we can












SEE YOUR LOCAL AGENT OR
33 STATE STREET HUBBARD 8700
SPEAKERS DISCUSS USE
OF SPANISH IN WORK
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)
foreign correspondent is rarely open to
women.
The foreign service, the most roman-
tic prospect to students, usually de-
mands training in Washington, an ex-
amination, and personal connections.
In addition to the consular service
there are twenty Spanlsh-speakinp;
foreign embassies in need of a staff
—
but few women qualify except as sec-
retaries. Business and industry offer
two alternatives—men are usually em-
ployed for the foreign end so that
home organization is the most promis-
ing one for students.
Mrs. Houck concluded by pointing
out that no matter what the work in
Spanish, a clear-cut knowledge of
English was most important, while a
knowledge of Spanish culture was in-
valuable for work with any Hispanic
people.
Professor Alice H. Bushee introduced
Miss Rogers as one of her earliest pu-
pils. Miss Rogers told of her work on
the American Economics Review, half
of which is devoted to criticisms of
new economic books irrespective of
their language. Those not important
enough to be reviewed by experts pass
into Miss Rogers' hands to be classi-
fied and summarized.
Miss Rogers emphasized that for a
non-teaching use of Spanish it was
important to have a knowledge of
office routine, since the less confused
a girl becomes by a busy office, the
faster she progresses in her chosen
field.
CALENDAR
Thursday. Mar. 6: »4 :40 P. M. Roum
130. Green Hnll. The flret of a series of
lectures on non-Christinn religions will be
(riven by Mr. Sheldon T. Harbach. Episcopal
Theological School, on •Buddhism." Ten
will be served at 1:00. (Christian As>n-
c intinn. )
Friday. Mar. 6: '8:15 A. M. Morning
ChapcL Miss Helen T. Jones will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Pendleton Hnll. Professor
Raymond M. Fuoss. department of Chcm-
I try, Brown University, will lecture on
'•Electrolytes." (Department of Chemistry.)
•1:10 P. M. Room 130. Green Hall. Lec-
ture by Carlo* March, leader of the Cuban
Student movement which has recently been
forced underground, on "The Cuban Stu-
dent Movement." (Wellesley Collcse Forum
and American Student Union.)
8:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Tlo Theater
Workshop of Wellesley College presents
"The Water Maid." by Lope de Vena. Mem-
bers of the college and their guests are
Invited: no tickets are necessary.
Saturday, Mar. 7: "8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
Sunday. Mar. 8: '11:00 A. M. Memorial
Chapel. Preacher. Dr. Henry P. Van Dusen.
Union Theological Seminary.
•7:30 P. M. Tau Zeta Epsilon House.
All college vespers. Dr. Amos Wilder,
Andover Newton Theologicnl School, will
•peak on "The Paradox of Freedom in the
Poets."
Monday. Mar. 9: •8:1G A. M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
Tuesday. Mar. 10: «8:16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chnpel. Professor Clark will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Tnu Zeta Epsilon House.
Professor Bosano. department of Italian.
Wellesley College; Miss Ida Hull, formerly
of the Boston Family Welfare Society: and
Miss Felicitn Pellegrini, State Department
of Health, will speak on vocational uses of
Italian. Tea will be served nt 4:15. (Per-
sonnel Bureau.)
Wednesday. Mar. II: *8:16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Bliss will lead.
•1:10 P. M. Pendleton Hall. Wclleslcy-
Un.versity of Buffalo debate.
Resolved: that Congress should be per-
mitted by a two-thirds vote in each House
to override nny five-to-four Supreme Court
decision declaring an act of Congress un-
constitutional. (Debate Council of the Wel-
lesley College Forum.)
NOTES: •Snturdny, March 7. 8:00 P. M.
McGee's Riding School, Natick. Wellesley
College Riding Club Circus.
•Wellesley College Art Museum. Man h
8 - 28. exhibition of the work of the Wel-
lesley Society of Artists.
•Wellesley College Library. South Hall.
Exhibition of photographs of Wellesley
College by Mr. Clifton Church, Brooklinc.
North Hall. Exhibition of engrnved por-
trait-; and illustrations of the eighteenth
century.
•Open to the public.
BEST'S • BROOKLINE
BEACON & WASHINGTON STS., BROOKLINE
Easy Parking
Aspinwall 2337






Sizes 34 to 40
THESE sweaters are so popular that we rarely
have enough in stock to advertise. Hand-
loomed in Scotland, they have a softness of
texture, a superb quality, almost impossible to
duplicate. If you're a collector of sweaters,
you'll want them by the dozen, — to match
or contrast their lovely colors. We'd advise
you to make your choice early while there is
still a full range of colors and sizes. In pastel
shades to match our Munro Scotch tweeds —





(Continued from Page 4. Col. 4)
hardly blame the editors entirely, when
they are only trying to follow the gen-





(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)
of great refinement and depth of lit-
erary insight, rather more intellec-
tual than was E. M.
Let us now go over into the oppo-
site camp, that of the heart, instead
of the head. H. F. is a modest soul,
gentle and affectionate, while J. H. in
contrast is more self-assertive, J. H.
has amazing force and energy in (I
should be inclined to say his) writ-
ing, a good sense of rhythm and con-
siderable driving power.
G. H. is quite affectionate by na-
ture, but also has the inversion of
m's, lightness of touch and tiny size
of letters, which indicates the scholar.
G. H. has more of a humorous outlook
than many, and is generous in nature.
MRS. MALLORY TRACES
SNAGS IN MARRIAGES
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 2)
more intellectual than she is, man-of-
the-world enough to manage practical
matters and, of course, always absolute-
ly devoted! Such impossible expecta-
tions lead to many of the unhappy
marriages we see about us. Girls must
realize men are human beings like
themselves—they get tired and cross
and ill just like women. They can't
always be the protectors; sometimes
they need comfort and protection.
Mrs. Mallory feels a girl is likely to
demand a great deal for all she gives
and needs to realize marriage is a fif-
ty-fifty relationship before she can get
the most benefit from it. If she wants
to hold hier husband's Interest and
love, she should make every effort to
keep the home a pleasant place both
in appearance and in atmosphere and
to keep herself continually attractive.
"Trivia," those little habits which
cause many ill-adjusted couples an-
noyance, should never loom large in
a well-ordered marriage. A young hus-
band must get used to seeing his wife
in hair-curlers and she must patiently
screw the cap back on the tooth-paste
after he has departed for the office. A
girl must not let her feeling of jealousy
towards her husband's friends run
away with her, and, most of all, must
try to get along with his relatives, in-
cluding the proverbial mother-in-law.
Mrs. Mallory feels very strongly, how-
ever, that two generations should not
live under the same roof.
Situations in family life needing co-
operation between husband and wife
are family budget, the care of the
home, servants, and children. One of
the more important things in house-
hold management is relationship with
servants. Mrs. Mallory feels all dif-
ficulties can be cleared away by ex-
pressing confidence in them so that
they will react in a manner assured
by trust. No considerate person
ever corrects servants in public.
A planned family furthers domestic
adjustments. After the birth of chil-
dren, every effort should be made to
train them in the establishment of
habits valuable later in life and to
give them a sense of security about
life itself. No child must ever be
allowed to feel unwanted, to think
his parents would have preferred
a girl to him, or to feel pushed
Into the background when a new baby
appears on the scene. Parents must
give him praise and practice in do-
ing the right thing, thus setting the
stage for his favorable reactions.
When he goes to school, parents must
co-operate with teachers and the
child must be expected (not nagged or
paid) to do his best.
Adolescence is a difficult period to
handle, for the child matures men-
tally as well as physically and adopts
the "old fogey" attitude toward his
parents. They must be aware of his
great ambition and idealism at this
stage of development, of his assur-
ance about the antiquity of the older
generation, of his need for indepen-
dence. Parents should not be afraid
to let their children go from them and
become individuals in themselves.
Mrs. Mallory believes in being ready















DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Square
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
right moment comes and she stresses
the development of other interests
In the parents so they will have some-
thing left to fill the void the child's
departure makes.
Theatre Parties A Specialty
PACKARD TOURING SERVICE
Go in comfort in a 7-paucnger Car Any-
where at Anytime. Early Reierratloni
avoid Disappointment. A High Grade Per-
sonal Service. Careful Driver. Rate* Rea-
sonable. Private Livery.
W. 8. FITCH Tel. WtJ. 0J84-M
TYPEWRITERS
SOLD — RENTED
All Makes — New and Used.
Repairing by our own mechan-
ics. Machines called for and
delivered.
TYPEWRITER SERVICE SHOP
3 doors from Pilene's
56 Central Street WeL 0948
"The Shop with a Guarantee"
THE NEW YORK SCHOOL
OF SECRETARIES
Selects its student material through probationary methods.
Tutorial System of Instruction.
342 Madison Avenue New York, N. Y. Vanderbilt 3-4039
and (chesterfields are usually there'
... it's a corking good
cigarette






KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK
© 19}<5, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
.. for mildness
. .
for better taste
